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There are few things more rewarding than having a pet. They love us unconditionally, shower us

with attention, and actually help us live longer. So, what can possibly be awkward about our animal

BFFs? Well ...nothing. In fact, we're the awkward ones. We adore our pets but let's face it -

sometimes L-O-V-E makes us go a little overboard. Like giving them middle names, throwing them

elaborate birthday parties, and making them a Christmas jumper to match with the rest of the family.

Truth is, what they cherish most is our companionship. And maybe that's the reason we care about

them so much - because for such simple pleasures, they allow us to be as awkward as we want.
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A Look Inside Awkward Family Pet Photos             There always has to be a camera hog. You never

know what youâ€™re going to get for Christmas. Little Jake had never met a bird he couldnâ€™t

intimidate.            A gentle reminder that we want the photographs; they donâ€™t. The dogs have

decided to return to therapy. If Cody had a treat for every time he was abducted...

"A hilarious and worrying testimony to the cherished companionship shared by people with their

pets" Stylist "Unremittingly funny" Heat "The folks who brought the Internet the face-palming

absurdity that is Awkward Family Photos have struck comedy gold again with Awkward Family Pet

Photos" AOL "Hilariously awkward" MSNBC.com "This is the best book of embarrassing and

strange photos of people who look like my family that I have ever seen" -- Judd Apatow



Our 2 1/2 yro daughter loves these "awkward" photo books :) they keep her entertained and even

tells us stories about the photos.

Sent Awkward Family Photo series to all the funloving people on my list. Let's face it, if you aren't

the Brady Bunch or The Nelsons, your family photos might qualify for this series. Any mixed group

of people dressed the same are funny to start with. Add a pet and .....hilarious. But the love of these

people also shines through, which elevates this series from just poking fun to a good holiday book.

These silly books are worth every penny in a good laugh.

...The title and cover photo pretty much sums this follow-up book perfectly....The original book was

Awkward Family Photos, and it also describes the contents quite well. In that book, we were

presented with lots of photos taken by amateurs and professional photographers of folks posing for

holiday card photos, weddings, births, etc. It was thoroughly enjoyable and gave many chuckles at

others expense....Awkward Family Pet Photos goes on to the next step, showing us what allegedly

'normal' people will do to their pets under the pretenses of photography.This book contains another

collection of hilarious, sad, and bizarre photos of our 'best-friends' undergoing numerous

humiliations by their human owners as they are dressed-up and posed in a variety of ways by

amateurs and professional photographers. These long-suffering pets can at least use these photos

for their lawsuits?...This book will make you laugh, make you go..."AW!"...and make you, hopefully,

feel quite good about yourself by comparison to these pet owners. Leave this out on the

coffee-table, and it will quarantee to start spirited conversations!

great book

We're fans of Awkward Family Photos and so this was a much-anticipated purchase - we were not

disappointed! I purchased it as a gift for my husband, but my mother unwrapped it (and then

re-wrapped it) so that she could read it a few days before Christmas. Hilarious, bizarre, and of

course awkward - definitely a hit in our house.

I bought this as a gift for a family member, and admit my husband and I laughed ourselves silly

looking at the photos before we mailed it off. Highly recommended whenever a hearty laugh is



needed.

Even the most " humor challenged" people I know can't keep from laughing as they look through

this one. We keep a copy on our coffee table and somehow it manages to "migrate" to the night

stands in guests' bedrooms or other areas of the house....even if they aren't animal lovers. The

book is proof that people CAN be just as smitten with their pets as with any person they know. And

the crazy photos attest to that.This is the kind of book that can liven up somber family gatherings or

break the ice at parties. The kind of book where you can look at just one page at random - but I dare

you to stop after looking at any one page. Impossible. To. Do.Some of the photos (an armful of

chihuahuas) are almost too cute for words while others are just too...well...strange.....to seem

believable...and also laugh out loud funny. Pity the poor guy whose cat went ballistic during a photo

shoot and the picture that documented the whole thing. Or just laugh at him. Maybe he even

submitted the photo himself...if the cat didn't.The photos show both people and their pets at their

craziest...and often it is the people who appear totally nutty while their beloved pets (finally) get their

just dues. There are some "behind the photo" explanations here and there,adding to the hilarity.

From cats to pot-bellied pigs, there are all sorts of pets here, even a fair smattering of lizards, birds,

and snakes. All steal the show. If you liked Awkward Family Photos you should add this to your

collection.
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